Kanban Board
Columns represent states that your
work can be in. Model your situation,
these are just common examples.

Kan ban means “visual sign” in Japanese. A kan ban is often a token that represent work or a need
that can be displayed on a “kanban board”. When written as Kanban it refers to a method (by
David J Anderson) that use visual tokens and boards to visualize bottlenecks and increase flow.
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Many deadlines = blocked flow!
(Normal items must be in majority to
accomodate for natural variation.)

Swarm around the board every day
and solve the issues together.
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Suggestions for metrics:
work together, as a team and with
- How long can stuff stay?
DONE items per week, urgent items per week, days on the board per
the external stakeholders.
- How many items max?
item, number of changes of the board rules/layout per month, number
Be Kind, Empathic and True, and
of deadlines per month, number of deadlines broken per month
let the board show you the reality.
number of things on the board on a wednesday morning...

Smidigt!
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